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The density of multiply-charged nitrogen ions in JET partially detached L-mode plasmas is
predicted to increase by up to 50% if nitrogen is assumed to recycle as molecules instead of
atoms in simulations performed with the 3D kinetic trace impurity Monte Carlo code ERO2.0
[1].  The  increase  in  density  is  attributed  to  better  plasma  penetration  by  the  molecular
dissociation fragments due to the kinetic energy gained in the Franck-Condon process (set
here to a constant 2.0 eV [2]). Correspondingly, a decrease in the density of singly-charged
nitrogen by approximately 25% is observed. Nitrogen impurity seeding is considered the most
promising option for power exhaust in future fusion reactors. However, fuel dilution and core
cooling by impurity radiation must be avoided in devices operating close to the L-H threshold
such as ITER [3].

To better understand nitrogen transport in the JET scrape-off layer and more specifically the
effects  of molecular dissociation,  ERO2.0 simulations were performed  using  two different
assumptions  on  nitrogen  surface  chemistry,  with  nitrogen  recycling  exclusively  as  either
molecules or atoms. ERO2.0 is capable of simulating the ionization and dissociation reactions
of molecular nitrogen. Plasma background data was obtained from JET partially detached L-
mode simulations [4] performed with the two-dimensional plasma edge fluid code EDGE2D-
EIRENE.  Consistently  with  previous  studies  [5],  the  impact  of  molecular  dissociation  is
negligible if it is assumed that nitrogen recycles exclusively as atoms, so that the only source
of molecular nitrogen is gas injection. Studying the effects of ammonia formation at plasma-
shaded areas [6] on nitrogen transport is identified as an area of future work.
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